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While online auctions continue to increase, so does the incidence of online auction fraud. To avoid dis-
covery, fraudsters often disguise themselves as honest members by imitating normal trading behaviors.
Therefore, maintaining vigilance is not sufficient to prevent fraud. Participants in online auctions need a
more proactive approach to protect their profits, such as an early fraud detection system. In practice, both
accuracy and timeliness are equally important when designing an effective detection system. An instant
but incorrect message to the users is not acceptable. However, a lengthy detection procedure is also
unsatisfactory in assisting traders to place timely bids. The detection result would be more helpful if it
can report potential fraudsters as early as possible. This study proposes a new early fraud detection
method that considers accuracy and timeliness simultaneously. To determine the most appropriate attri-
butes that distinguish between normal traders and fraudsters, a modified wrapper procedure is devel-
oped to select a subset of attributes from a large candidate attribute pool. Using these attributes, a
complement phased modeling procedure is then proposed to extract the features of the latest part of trad-
ers’ transaction histories, reducing the time and resources needed for modeling and data collection. An
early fraud detection model can be obtained by constructing decision trees or by instance-based learning.
Our experimental results show that the performance of the selected attributes is superior to other attri-
bute sets, while the hybrid complement phased models markedly improve the accuracy of fraud
detection.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Internet has changed the way the people interact with each
other. Family and friends can instantly and conveniently get in
touch with each other in ways that were unimaginable only a few
decades earlier. Such speed and convenience also opened e-
commerce to both businesses and individuals around the world.
Nowhere has this been more obvious or lucrative than in the case
of online auctions, where millions of transactions can occur in the
blink of an eye. Physical goods, as well as service packages,
are traded as online commodities without the limitations of time
and physical location. Because the Internet offers many opportuni-
ties to interact with strangers (Resnick et al. 2000), this anonymity
combined with the convenience of the Internet allows the online
auction to become prosperous. For example, eBay—the largest
worldwide auction site—posted US$9.2 billion in revenue and
US$1.8 billion net income for 2010 (eBay 2010), while the total
revenue of Taiwan’s online auction market reached NT$15.3 million
(III 2010).

Unfortunately, such vast profits also attract the attention of
criminals who use fraud to cash in on the lucrative online trading
ll rights reserved.

hang).
market. According to annual reports of the Internet Complaint Cen-
ter, online auction fraud ranks as one of the top two serious Inter-
net crimes in recent years, contributing to a risky situation for
online auction participants (NW3C 2010). Most online auction
houses realize that fraud corrodes not only their trustworthiness
but also the prosperity of the entire market. For instance, multiple
online identities are easy to create: a fraudster could use his many
accounts to execute sophisticated schemes, while camouflaging his
malicious intent and evading traditional detection methods that
merely examine individual identities (Chau 2011). As more and
more inexperienced traders become targeted victims, they begin
to distrust the market, resulting in fewer buyers and fewer sellers
(Gavish and Tucci 2008). To help promote trust in the online mar-
ket, auction houses developed reputation systems to assist users in
evaluating potential trading partners.

Reputation systems help buyers decide whether to purchase a
product based on a feedback score. After each trade, both the seller
and the buyer can leave ratings and feedback comments on the
other party. Over time, these comments and feedback accumulate
in the trader’s transaction history, of which the feedback score is
one part. This kind of reputation system is simple and easy to
understand. It uses +1, 0, and �1 to denote the level of satisfaction
for a trade. However, this kind of scoring mechanism has some
drawbacks (Rubin et al. 2005, Buchegger and Boudec 2003). For
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1 This kind of feedback extortion has become a problem within eBay. In January
2008, eBay changed its feedback management policy so that buyers could leave
negative feedback on the seller, but not the other way around (Goodrich and
Kerschbaum 2011).
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instance, the level of satisfaction cannot express participants’ pre-
cise thoughts or insights. In addition, a buyer may hesitate to give
negative feedback to the seller to avoid receiving vengeful feed-
back in return. While reputation systems provide a certain degree
of protection, they are not enough to protect traders from fraudu-
lent schemes. Most online auction houses adopt passive ap-
proaches to the coordination of reputation systems and
management policies that could address fraudulent schemes. How-
ever, if users had more proactive approaches, such as an automatic
fraud detector, online trading could be safer.

From the perspective of crime prevention, the capability of early
warning is indispensible for fraud detection (Burge et al. 1997,
Dohono 2004). The detection procedure must not only identify
fraud that has already occurred, but it must warn traders of poten-
tial fraudsters. The identification of a fraudster should not rely only
on behavioral features that occur once the fraud has been acti-
vated. Even a less-experienced trader can distinguish between a
normal trader and a fraudster if the fraudster’s transaction history
reveals more negative ratings. An early fraud detection system
would provide a method that would alert users before a fraud is
activated. Auction houses can both help and benefit from an effec-
tive early fraud detection system. In spite of possible misjudgment
on suspicious accounts, the auction houses can mark potential
fraudsters that are under surveillance as early as possible. As a re-
sult, the quality of services of auction houses will be improved by
eliminating potential fraudulent events.

Prior research has proposed online auction fraud detection
(Chau and Faloutsos 2005, Ku et al. 2007, Pandit et al. 2007, Zhang
et al. 2008). The typical detection procedure used in the previous
work consists of two fundamental steps: (1) a set of attributes is
devised and their values are extracted from the transaction histo-
ries to distinguish between normal traders and fraudsters; and
(2) a detection model based on these attributes is built by machine
learning techniques, such as decision trees or instance-based learn-
ing. In terms of devising a set of attributes, for example, the speed
of obtaining feedback scores is an effective attribute to identify a
fraudster who builds his reputation rapidly with fake transactions.
In general, the detection accuracy is strongly related to the effec-
tiveness of the attribute set and the appropriateness of the model-
ing method. Further, the cost of detection is affected by how
efficiently the attributes can be extracted from the transaction his-
tories. Previous work in this area has provided some level of pro-
gress in this area; however, some problems still exist and need
to be resolved.

� Latent fraudulent behavior is usually sophisticated and opaque,
often including several fraudsters working together to scam
buyers. For example, fraudsters can help each other by pretend-
ing to be buyers and leaving a lot of positive feedback to per-
suade other traders that the fraudster is actually a reliable
trading partner.
� Using a larger number of measured attributes incurs more com-

putation effort and is not necessarily helpful in raising fraud
detection accuracy. In fact, the detection accuracy will be
degraded if irrelevant attributes are incorporated into model
construction. Additionally, even though some algorithms, such
as the naïve-Bayes algorithm, are robust with respect to irrele-
vant attributes, the performance may degrade quickly if corre-
lated attributes are added (Kohavi and John 1997). Applying
the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm might be helpful
in fraud detection that calculates the fraudster cluster probabil-
ities as expected class values and maximizes the likelihood of
the distributions.
� Data retrieval for long-lived accounts is limited, and construct-

ing a complete transaction history is impossible. Even if such
retrieval were possible, analyzing such a huge amount of data
would be too time-consuming. Therefore, it is practical to con-
struct a more parsimonious detection model that does not
require navigating numerous complex web pages to differenti-
ate between legitimate users and fraudsters. Meanwhile, the
detection accuracy can be similar to or better than those gener-
ated by complicated and costly steps.

To detect fraud effectively and efficiently in online auctions, this
study aims to develop a detection method with higher accuracy
but lower cost. First, we focus on devising a concise set of mea-
sured attributes for early fraud detection. For this purpose, a rich
attribute set comprised of 44 elements is evaluated using a modi-
fied wrapper procedure. Based on the results, 10 of the 44 attri-
butes are chosen. A complement phased modeling procedure is
then proposed to further improve the detection accuracy and to re-
duce the cost of model construction. To test the effectiveness of the
proposed procedure, 2475 real transaction records were collected
from Yahoo! in Taiwan for analysis. The results demonstrate that
the set of 10 selected attributes is superior to that of two larger
attribute sets. This finding suggests that detection accuracy can
be maintained or even improved by using fewer attributes in the
model. Moreover, the hybrid complement phased modeling can
materially improve the detection accuracy to more than 90%.

The rest of this paper includes a literature review followed by a
section on the methods of measured attribute selection that is used
in this study. Section 4 discusses how to apply complement phased
modeling to construct early detection models with the selected
measured attributes. Section 5 presents the experimental results,
followed by the conclusion and suggestions for future work in
the final section.

2. Literature

To facilitate further discussion, we next introduction concepts
and techniques related to this study, including the literature on
fraudulent schemes in existing reputation systems, attribute selec-
tion procedures, modeling algorithms, and early detection
methods.

2.1. Fraud and its countermeasures in online auctions

The reputation systems implemented by most auction houses
are too simple. After a transaction is completed, the traders can
only be rated on a ‘‘negative’’, ‘‘neutral,’’ and ‘‘positive’’ scale. Even
dishonest sellers and incompetent buyers want to have positive
feedback, so some of them try to increase their reputation with
deceptive means (Maranzato et al. 2010a,b). Swindlers could at-
tract buyers by fabricating transaction records that inflate their
feedback scores in order to hide their malicious intent (Wang
and Chiu 2005). Another common fraudulent trick is to first do sev-
eral small transactions in order earn more positive rating score, but
then cheat later on the first expensive commodity. Using multiple
identities is also a common type of fraud in online auctions. A
fraudster first creates multiple identities, dividing them into two
groups (fraudsters and accomplices). Then, the fraudsters use the
accomplices to artificially boost their reputations by leaving posi-
tive ratings (Pandit et al. 2007). In addition to the positive rating
manipulation, the negative feedback can be biased by dishonest
traders as well. Some buyers and sellers who deserve negative
feedback ratings threaten their trading partners into leaving posi-
tive ratings, regardless of the actual experience.1 Obviously, when
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reputation scores are manipulated by fraudsters, the resulting repu-
tation information is inaccurate.

In contrast with feedback scores, transaction histories provided
by the auction sites exhibits more details about the activities of
buyers and sellers. For example, to evaluate the reliability of a tar-
get seller, a buyer should be interested in his average selling prices,
accumulated textual feedback comments, and the categories of
selling commodities in the past few weeks, all of which can be
found in the transaction history. Chua and Wareham (2004) cate-
gorize Internet auction fraudulent behavior into eleven types, each
of which can leave different types of clues in transaction histories.
When inspected closely, the clues found in these records can reveal
suspicious operation patterns (Chau 2011, Goes et al. 2009). Thus,
experienced traders can examine the transaction history of an
unfamiliar seller before making final bidding decisions or leaving
feedback ratings. It is not easy for inexperienced users to do this
type of evaluation. In such cases, an early fraud detector that uses
measured attributes to identify schemed patterns could identify
potential fraudsters and automatically send a warning message
to a potential buyer.

Pavlou and Dimoka (2006) have demonstrated that feedback
comments in reputation systems can help to explain additional
variance in numerical ratings and can impact trustworthiness
judgments for buyers/sellers. Such information can help identify
fraudsters and reduce the chance of misjudgment. Textual com-
plaints are expressions of dissatisfaction stemming from a feeling
of having been wronged. Online complaints are often recorded in
reputation systems that collect, distribute, and aggregate feed-
back about an online business’s past behavior (Resnick et al.
2000), which provides information in addition to the numeric
feedback score. When text comments from eBay data was ana-
lyzed and categorized using content analysis, it was discovered
that negative feedback records often referred to more than one
problem with the seller, such as communication problems and
non-delivery (Gregg and Scott 2008). However, content analysis
is difficult to conduct automatically in short time. In addition,
some fraudsters often copy comments from other real feedback
comments to fabricate transaction histories as camouflage in or-
der to raise feedback scores, because having actual feedback com-
ments in the histories makes traders trust them much more. It is
difficult, however, to differentiate fake comments from real
comments.

As the number of online auctions continues to grow, fraud in
such virtual communities is evolving into organized crime. To pre-
vent collusion fraud, trading network analysis becomes another
practical fraudster detection tool. In a target trading network, Chau
et al. (2006a,b) uses belief propagation algorithm to infer which
nodes in the auction graph are most likely to be fraudsters and
accomplices. The system first uses heuristics to assign a vector of
three probabilities, an accomplice probability, and an honest prob-
ability. Conditional probability table describing a bipartite core;
e is a small constant close to zero. A value 1 � 2e, describes the
probability of a node’s neighbor being an accomplice given the fact
that the node itself is a fraudster.

As the largest online marketplace in the world, eBay can be
modeled and analyzed as a complex network, because of its
large-scale and complex topological features. eBay has been stud-
ied in various areas, including auction models, bidding and selling
strategies, reputation models, and fraud detection (Shen and Sun-
daresan 2011). McGlohon et al. (2009) used network analysis to
detect financial fraud on general ledger data (a network of inter-
connected accounts), boosting the detection rates of misstated ac-
counts. Such analysis is also applicable for various kinds of fraud
and anomaly detection tasks. The characteristics of a complex so-
cial network can be studied with graph theory to detect anomalies.
2.2. Measured attributes for online auction fraud

As described earlier, measured attributes strongly affect the
performance of a fraud detection system. Obviously, it is difficult
to identify a camouflaged fraudster using various tricks by examin-
ing only a single attribute. Thus, a set of appropriate attributes that
can precisely characterize potential fraud from various angles is
indispensible for constructing a detection model. In attribute selec-
tion, it is not a combination of individual high-performing attri-
butes that result in superior performance (Peng et al. 2005);
rather, a concise but effective set of attributes is a prerequisite
for building detection models. Such a compact attribute set also re-
quires less computation time, which is crucial for providing instant
alerts of potential fraud to users (Kwak and Choi 2002).

The simplest way to devise a measured attribute set for fraud
detection is to enumerate all the features of tricks that have al-
ready occurred. However, as discussed earlier, more attributes
would not necessarily result in the higher accuracy in classifica-
tion. It may seem reasonable to construct a huge attribute set con-
taining all promising attributes, but it would be more efficient to
select appropriate attributes from a large candidate pool. In other
words, the objectives of attribute selection are to yield detection
reports faster, which support better understanding of the observed
data, resulting in more cost-effect prediction (Guyon and Elisseeff
2003). Therefore, attribute selection is one of the important and
frequently used techniques in data pre-processing when building
detection models by machine learning methods, such as classifica-
tion, clustering, or instance-based learning (Blum and Langley
1997, Liu and Yu 2005).

Most measured attributes of fraudulent behaviors are taken di-
rectly from statistics related to existing reputation systems on
transaction histories, and include the count of positive ratings
and negative ratings, as well as the median, the standard deviation
and the average of all labeled prices during a specific time period
(Chau and Faloutsos 2005). The starting labeled price of a bid
and some Boolean variables (e.g., an online shop owner) are con-
ventional measured attributes (Wang and Chiu 2005). Table 1
shows an example that features a simple data set using four com-
mon measured attributes. There are five confirmed fraudsters and
five legitimate accounts; however, the four measured attributes
from the transaction history cannot definitively account for the
fraudster status. For example, owners of existing bi-directional
reputation systems tend to inflate positive feedback and deflate
negative feedback. According to analysis of eBay auctions, 95% of
eBay sellers have good reputations and 98% of their feedback is po-
sitive (Rubin et al. 2005). Additionally, they do not help buyers
avoid sellers whose auctions are regularly over-priced. In addition,
existing reputation systems do not account for bidding tactics,
either legitimate or fraudulent, and they do not help a buyer make
a rational choice among the many sellers advertising a particular
product (Rubin et al. 2005). Therefore, more sophisticated attri-
butes are needed to identify the characteristics of fraudulent
behavior.

Attribute selection is closely related to the problems of dimen-
sionality reduction and efficient data representation (Gilad-Bach-
rach et al. 2004). The complexity of the hypothesis grows with
the number of fraudulent occurrences, as well as the number of
measured attributes. Ideally, a fraud detection system is con-
structed with a small and effective set of measured attributes,
which can save computation resources without diminishing the
detection performance. Occam’s razor (Michelle 1997) is the best
interpretation for the above principle of selecting appropriate mea-
sured attributes. Namely, the best hypothesis must be the simplest
one instead of a more sophisticated one. Removing the fuzzy and
noisy attributes from the set of measured attributes to reduce 

 



Table 1
An example of featuring a simple data set by using four commonly used attributes.

Account RatioOfPos (A1) RatioOfNeg (A2) MeanSellingLast30 (A3) FeedbackScore (A4) Class

1 0.999 0 $152.84 2001 Normal
2 0.975684 0.009119 $1294.75 329 Normal
3 0.973641 0.007414 $147.50 1214 Normal
4 0.903846 0.019231 $1329.33 52 Normal
5 0.980583 0 $4433.25 103 Normal
6 0.954545 0.022727 $4300.00 44 Fraudulent
7 0.854167 0.145833 $1081.25 48 Fraudulent
8 0.958621 0.041379 $320.00 145 Fraudulent
9 0.994413 0.005587 $300.00 179 Fraudulent

10 0.909091 0.090909 $3000.00 22 Fraudulent

A1: Ratio of positive ratings to total feedback count.
A2: Ratio of negative ratings to total feedback count.
A3: Mean prices of items sold within the last 30 days.
A4: Feedback score.

Fig. 1. An example of classification tree for fraud detection.

2 The classification tree shown in this figure is to show one of possible decision tree
sketches derived from Table 1 data.
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irrelevant and redundant information is a necessary procedure to
make rule analysis and justification simpler (Dash and Liu 1997,
Hall and Smith 1999, Zhong and Dong 2001, Yu and Liu 2004).
For example, Chang and Chang (2010a) tried to remove those mea-
sured attributes related to negative ratings.

In practice, the process used to generate attribute values should
not include extremely cumbersome steps. It is quite common to
compose the attribute values by analyzing a suspect’s complete
transaction history. However, for security and privacy, auction
houses set an expiration date on querying transaction details and
downloading data from the server (Balingit et al. 2009). As a result,
only the transaction details of the latest several months are avail-
able for query. In fact, attribute selection is a not a one-time task. It
must be performed periodically as methods of fraudulent behavior
evolve. Shrewd fraudsters can discover the weaknesses of current
fraud detection systems. That is, their tricks could vary with time
to distract participants’ vigilance and to raise the success discovery
of attempted fraud. Consequently, some measured attributes be-
come obsolete and unable to predict the latest types of fraud, espe-
cially under tight time constraints. Constantly updating the
contents of the attribute sets is necessary for maintaining effective
early fraud detection capability.

2.3. Learning algorithms for model construction

Based on a given set of attributes, fraud detection models can be
constructed by applying machine learning algorithms to the data
set. This study uses decision trees (C4.5) and the instance-based
learning algorithm to construct early fraud detection methods for
classifying fraudsters and legitimate users. To provide a better
understanding of this process, the two algorithms will be intro-
duced briefly below.

The use of decision trees is one of the most popular modeling
methods used for classification. Decision trees outperform other
algorithms for converting raw data into if-then rules for imple-
menting an automatic classification mechanism with less compu-
tation complexity (Frank and Witten 1998, Witten and Frank
2005). Quinlan (1993) proposes C4.5 decision trees, applying infor-
mation gain for selecting the boundary attribute to divide datasets.
More precisely, information gain decides the branching nodes of
the decision trees. An attribute with the highest information gain
after normalization will be the decisive node in a tree. If the target
attribute can take on c different values, the entropy of S is defined
as EntropyðSÞ �

Pc
i�1 � pilog2pi, where Pi is the proportion of S

belonging to class i.
The information gain can be obtained from Gain ðS;AÞ �

EntropyðSÞ �
P

v2ValuesðAÞ
jSv j
jSj Entropy ðSv Þ, where Values (A) is the set

of all possible values for attribute A, and Sv is the subset of S for
which attribute A has value v (i.e., Sv ¼ fs 2 SjAðsÞ ¼ vg).
The C4.5 decision tree can produce appropriate thresholds
while dealing with both continuous and discrete nominal attri-
butes. It classifies the data into three categories, based on whether
it is greater than, less than, or equal to the threshold. Once the C4.5
algorithm has generated a decision tree, it will try to prune redun-
dant branches to use leaf nodes instead (Quinlan 1993). Since C4.5
decision trees can handle both continuous and discrete attributes,
C4.5 has been among the top 10 algorithms in data mining for dec-
ades (Wu et al. 2008). C4.5 is a type of top-down solution that in-
fers classification trees from examples. However, it might ignore
the minority of instances while building models. First, select an
attribute with the highest information gain and place it at the root
node, making one branch for each possible value. If Gain (S,A2) got
the highest value, A2 will be placed at the root of the tree. The pro-
cess can be repeated recursively for each branch. Any leaf with one
class would be classified legitimate/normal or fraudulent. Not all
measured attributes could be used in the decision tree. Some of
the measured attributes could be redundant in the decision-mak-
ing process. In addition, the number of attributes could influence
the structure of the decisions.

Fig. 1 shows how a classification tree works with the four mea-
sured attributes for fraud detection.2 Certainly, a practical decision
tree could be much more complicated with more measured attri-
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butes than that in this example. Whenever a new instance appears,
the tree can categorize it by the guidance of paths in the tree.

By contrast, instance-based learning is a bottom-up solution,
which constructs hypotheses directly from the training instances
themselves instead of performing explicit generalizations with in-
stances that appeared in training. Therefore, the system is able to
identify similar instances by computing its nearest neighbor class
(Witten and Frank 2005). Since this kind of knowledge representa-
tion uses a distance metric to discover the closest instance and
then categorizes it into the same class, a different metric can for-
mulate additional modeling methods. Aha and Kibler (1991) pro-
posed IB1, which is one of the instance-based learners that
implements a nearest neighbor algorithm, using Euclidean dis-
tance function with equal weighting (additional details are shown
in Appendix A).

Space and time are two critical dimensions when any machine
learning algorithm is applied to very large datasets. The accumu-
lated transaction histories of online auctions result in a prolifera-
tion of enormous databases. An incremental learning scheme can
read an instance at a time while generating the detection model,
so that main memory does not need to hold all data. Therefore,
when applying learning algorithms to massive datasets—including
data parsing and cleansing—the most critical dimension is time. In
many situations, there are far too many attributes for learning
schemes to handle, and some might be irrelevant or redundant. If
the learning time does not scale linearly with the number of train-
ing instances, it will eventually become unfeasible to process very
large datasets.

2.4. Methods of early fraud detection

Early detection for abnormal patterns has been applied in many
areas for years, such as banks, insurance, and telecommunication.
Banks have used sophisticated detection techniques for many
years to assist in early detection of commercial frauds and to re-
duce money laundering (Burge et al. 1997, Chan et al. 1999). With
a system for early detection of fraud, banks can take action to pre-
vent future use of the card for fraudulent transactions, thus reduc-
ing the average dollars lost to fraud per account (Ghosh and Reilly
1994). Online auction fraud detection systems have also been used
for years with satisfactory outcomes (Chau and Faloutsos 2005,
Fig. 2. Phase partitioning base
Chau et al. 2006a,b, Pandit et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 2008, Chang
and Chang 2011). However, little research emphasizes the impor-
tance of early detection in online auctions.

Early fraud detection can be achieved by partitioning the trans-
action history for each trader instance in the data set before the
detection model is constructed (Chang and Chang 2009, 2010a,c).
To fulfill the early detection prerequisite, detection models are
constructed by the transaction histories in their latency—to profile
behavioral features prior to the break point. Removing all behavior
after a fraud activated with the last part of transaction histories
constructs latent behavior patterns. Since the length of a transac-
tion history is tantamount to the lifespan of an account, extracting
different parts of a transaction history could be treated as different
phases of a scam development. The method used to partition trans-
action histories affects the capability of early detection.

To understand the insight of data partition for early fraud detec-
tion, some useful notations are introduced and explained below:
given account U’s life span is TU, and the set of his complete trans-
action history is represented by H(U,r%)={tri|t(tri) 6 TU � r%}, t(tri)
denotes the differences between trading time tri and the time the
account was created. The transaction history of each account is an
ordered set which is defined by H = (TR1,TR2, . . . ,TRn). The number
of trading instances is n, and TRi denotes the ith trading instance.
To record the details of each transaction, we use a vector of mea-
sured attributes to profile. For example, if given TRi = hfb, m, tc, tg,
o, ri, then fb stands for the feedback score of the trading, m denotes
the monetary amount of the trading, tc is the time of concluding, tg
denotes the time of feedback rating left and r means the role of the
account playing (such as seller or buyer). Given f denotes one of
attributes for TRi, then f(TRi) stands for the values of this trading.
For instance, tc(TRi) denote the time of concluding bid for this trad-
ing. TRa

i denotes the ith trading of account a. If trader a obtains a
positive rating, then fbðTRa

i Þ ¼ 1.
According to the scoring system, we can divide the transaction

history of account a into three exclusive subsets. Ha
p is the subset of

trades resulting in positive ratings, and Ha
n the subset of trades

resulting in negative ratings, and Ha
u tands for the subset of trades

that received neutral ratings. Therefore, Ha ¼ Ha
p [ Ha

n [ Ha
u. The to-

tal feedback score (TFS) of account a is denoted by TFSa ¼
Pn

i¼1fbðTRa
i Þ; the ratio of positive feedback (RPF) of account a is

 

d on accumulated ratings.
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denoted by RPFa ¼ jHa
p j

jHa
n[Ha

p j
. For instance, if account U were created

360 days ago, then H(U, 80%) could include all transaction history
from the first day to the 288th (=360 � 0.8) day. The total number
of feedback ratings is set to m on the 288th trading day, so that
H80% = (TR1,TR2, . . . ,TRm). US denotes a set of user accounts, so that
the behavior models for r% of accumulated time of US’s is named as
M(US, r%).

The goal of early detection is to identify fraudulent behavior
through the use of phased models. For instance, a phase-85% mod-
el, M(US, 85%), is constructed by the behavioral features that oc-
curred during the first 85% of the transaction history, that is H(U,
85%). If phase-85% model identifies fraudsters correctly, it means
we can detect a fraudster before he activates a fraud using 85%
of his transaction history. Therefore, the behavior of each proven
fraudster would be depicted in different phases that could be
phase-80%, 85%, 90%, 95% and 100% (see Fig. 2). We can easily trace
the development of any fraud by using different phased profiles.
The differences of two phased profiles can demonstrate behavior
changes during the specified range within the lifetime of a fraud-
ster. In realistic applications, we can identify fraudsters in the la-
tency and execution periods by using various phased models,
even if a mismatch might occur in the current phase prediction.

3. Preprocessing on measured attributes

In this section, the procedure of selecting a concise attribute set
for early fraud detection will be described in detail. The efficient
selection of measured attributes makes input more amenable for
construction detection models by machine learning algorithms.
Therefore, picking out the most promising measured attributes is
a priority, since the values of the selected measured attributes
can formulate the profiles of latent fraudulent behavior for further
modeling.

3.1. The candidate pool of measured attributes

It is necessary to precede machine learning with an attributes
selection stage that strives to eliminate irrelevant attributes. How-
ever, it is difficult to judge the relevancy of the data in the real-
world transaction histories and to determine the actual meaning
of the attributes. This study used measured attributes that have
been effective in related research for judging their relevancy as
candidates. These measured attributes are gathered in a candidate
pool that can be categorized into three types, including price-re-
lated, rating-related, and statistics-related (see Table 2).

Price-related attributes could be related to the opening price,
bidding price, concluding price, and shipping price of an auctioned
item. Rating-related attributes describe the feedback in a transac-
Table 2
Types of measured attributes.

Category Sub_Category Detailed values

Price_Related Selling Statistics
Magnitude of Change

Buying Statistics
Magnitude of Change

Rating_Related Positive_Rating_Related Statistics
Contextual

Negative_Rating_Related Statistics
Contextual

Item_Related Selling Statistics
Contextual

Buying Statistics
Contextual
tion history, including the role of the trader in the auctions and
the timing of obtaining ratings. A positive rating for sellers and
buyers could be different. In particular, different timing has differ-
ent implications. Ratings from different platforms can present a le-
vel of trust that provides the other secured identification, such as
ratings from payment mechanism.

The others are categorized into the statistics-related category.
We can construct these attributes by using statistic methods
(e.g., counting, averaging and calculating standard deviation) or
recording the magnitude of change in the price of each transaction.
A large increase in the number of trades over those of previous
periods could be another clue about potential fraud. The number
of sold commodities could indicate some abnormality. The three
categories can be further divided into different sub-categories in
which various metrics are used. For example, in the price-related
category, attributes can be designed for sellers or buyer.

Taking into account the variety of fraudulent tricks, we devise
synthetic attributes to present existing information in a suitable
form for the machine learning scheme. For instance, the concluding
price of an auctioned item could be unrealistically low because the
seller wants to save on surcharges that are paid to the auction
house. Even though this situation is abnormal and may seem
highly suspicious, it is not necessarily fraudulent. However, using
only price-related attributes could identify this kind of abnormal
behavior as fraudulent. Therefore, non-price-related attributes
are also needed for more balanced and accurate fraud detection.

There are seven rating-related attributes to describe the contex-
tual situation of a fraud in a more abstract form, such as the den-
sity of obtaining positive ratings and the time of obtaining the
last negative rating (see Table 3b).

Conversely, this set of measured attributes does not contain
price-related attributes, so some of the irregular behavior associ-
ated with tagged prices cannot be depicted directly. For example,
when a seller is selling low-priced commodities and suddenly
switches to selling high-end electronic gadgets instead, it could
be a part of sign that a fraud is occurring. However, it is important
to note that the use of such a strategy does not necessarily indicate
a fraud. Because some legitimate accounts use those techniques, it
is important to use information from other measured attributes to
determine the intent of the seller’s behavior before making a deci-
sion about the existence of fraud.

Principal components analysis and random projections are
more general techniques that do not depend so intimately on the
semantics of the particular data mining problem. Some of these
techniques generate calculations, such as the standard deviation
of selling prices during the last 15 days minus the standard devia-
tion of all selling prices, because abnormal variation in bidding
prices during a certain period of time could indicate something
suspicious. However, most measured attributes cannot be applied
independently. After all, if such detection were possible, fraud
could be identified simply by physically inspecting the records.

Both detection accuracy and the cost of modeling should be
equally important. The detection system might download thou-
sands of transaction histories hundreds of times in order to parse
the data. In addition, the values of dozens of measured attributes
are generated by calculation, resulting in high computations costs.
Therefore, a set of measured attributes should be concise and effec-
tive. We also propose 20 new measured attributes to enhance the
detection ability (see Table 3c).

While our attribute set is different from those devised by Pandit
et al. (2007), the values of price related attributes are helpful in
identifying the traits of selling high price tagged products in clos-
ing break point. Chau and Faloutsos (2005) point out that most
fraudsters activate their fraud within 2 weeks and obvious action
occurs within 30 days. Because of this, they devised a series of
attributes derived by calculating the standard deviation and mean,

 

 



Table 3
The 44 measured attribute candidates.

Set No. Attribute Description Category

(a) C&F 2005 1 MeanSellingFirst15 Mean prices of items sold within the first 15 days Price Related (Buying, Statistic)
2 MeanSellingFirst30 Mean prices of items sold within the last 30 days Price Related (Buying, Statistic)
3 MeanSellingLast15 Mean prices of items sold within the last 15 days Price Related (Buying, Statistic)
4 MeanSellingLast30 Mean prices of items sold within the last 30 days Price Related (Buying, Statistic)
5 MeanBuyingFirst15 Mean prices of items bought within the first 15 days Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
6 MeanBuyingFirst30 Mean prices of items bought within the first 30 days Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
7 MeanBuyingLast15 Mean prices of items bought within the last 15 days Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
8 MeanBuyingLast30 Mean prices of items bought within the last 30 days Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
9 StdSellingFirst15 Standard deviation of the prices of items sold within the first 15 days Price Related (Buying, Statistic)

10 StdSellingFirst30 Standard deviation of the prices of items sold within the first 30 days Price Related (Buying, Statistic)
11 StdSellingLast15 Standard deviation of the prices of items sold within the last 15 days Price Related (Buying, Statistic)
12 StdSellingLast30 Standard deviation of the prices of items sold within the last 30 days Price Related (Buying, Statistic)
13 StdBuyingFirst15 Standard deviation of the prices of items bought within the first 15 days Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
14 StdBuyingFirst30 Standard deviation of the prices of items bought within the first 30 days Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
15 StdBuylingLast15 Standard deviation of the prices of items bought within the last 15 days Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
16 StdBuyingLast30 Standard deviation of the prices of items bought within the last 30 days Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
17 RatioOfBuying Ratio of the number of items bought to all transactions Item related (Buying, Statistic)

(b) Chang and
Chang (2009)

18 DensityOfPos Density of positive ratings Rating related (Positive,
Statistic)

19 EndCloseToPo Average time to obtain positive rating after closing bid Rating related (Positive,
Contextual)

20 RatioOfPos Ratio of positive ratings to total feedback count Rating related (Positive,
Statistic)

21 RatioOfSToS For a seller, the ratio of positive ratings from other sellers to all positive
ratings

Rating related (Positive,
Contextual)

22 DensityOfNeg Density of negative ratings Rating related (Negative,
Contextual)

23 LastNegCloseToCur Time difference from the last negative rating to the current time Rating related (Negative,
Contextual)

24 RatioOfNeg Ratio of negative ratings to total feedback count Rating related (Negative,
Statistic)

(c) This study
(2011)

25 MnBuying Mean of bought prices Price Related (Buying, Statistic)

26 MnSelling Mean of selling prices Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
27 StdBuying Standard deviation of buying prices Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
28 StdSelling Standard deviation of selling prices Price Related (Selling, Statistic)
29 BuyingNumber Number of items bought Item related (Buying, Statistic)
30 BuyingNumberOfPos Number of positive ratings from buying Rating related (Positive,

Statistic)
31 SellingNumber Number of sold items Item related (Selling, Statistic)
32 SellingNumberOfPos Number of positive ratings from selling Rating related (Positive,

Statistic)
33 AVGScoreOfRaters Average feedback score of the raters Rating related (Selling &

Buying, Statistic)
34 FeedbackScore Feedback score Rating related (Selling &

Buying, Statistic)
35 SellingNumberLast30 Number of sold items in the last 30 days Item related (Selling,

Contextual)
36 SellingNegtiveNumberLast30 Number of negative ratings from selling in the Last 30 days Rating related (Negative,

Statistic)
37 NumberOfPostive Number of Positive ratings Rating related (Positive,

Statistic)
38 EasypayRating Numerical rating from Easy Pay System Rating related (Item,

Contextual)
39 MeanSellingLast15-

MeanSelling
Mean of Selling prices in the Last 15 days minus Mean of all Selling prices Price related (Selling,

Magnitude of price change)
40 MeanSellingLast30-

MeanSelling
Mean of Selling prices in the Last 30 days minus Mean of all Selling prices Price related (Selling,

Magnitude of price change)
41 MeanSellingLast15-

MeanSellingLast30
Mean of Selling prices in the Last 15 days minus Mean of Selling prices in
the Last30 days

Price related (Selling,
Magnitude of price change)

42 StdSellingLast15-StdSelling Standard deviation of selling prices in the Last15 days minus standard
deviation of all selling prices

Price related (Selling,
Magnitude of price change)

43 StdSellingLast30-StdSelling Standard deviation of selling prices in the Last 30 days minus Standard
deviation of all selling prices

Price related (Selling,
Magnitude of price change)

44 StdSellingLast15-
StdSellingLast30

Standard deviation of selling prices in the Last 15 days minus Standard
deviation of selling prices in the last 30 days

Price related (Selling,
Magnitude of price change)
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using the data in the last 15 days and 30 days. With the help of
these attributes, it is possible to avoid interference of earlier trans-
action histories and save download time. As a result, abnormal
behavior can be detected by looking at the difference between
the mean prices of the last 30 days and the last 15 days.
Although all the attributes listed in Table 3 can be used to-
gether, a larger number of attributes do not imply better detection
performance. Correlated attributes could influence their selection
by the modeling algorithm. In addition, more attributes imply
more computation costs when building the detection model
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because it incurs more effort in traversing the transaction history,
especially in the case of an active trader. Finally, some attributes
may go along with intractable steps that cannot be implemented
in real-life electronic auctions. Thus, selecting an effective subset
from a given attribute set is necessary for fraud detection and will
be discussed in the next section.

In Table 3, there is a candidate attribute pool comprised of 44
attributes, which are categorized into three subsets. The first
subset of attributes is proposed by Chau and Faloutsos 2005)—
abbreviated as C&F—which uses monetary values to depict fraudu-
lent behavior (see Table 3a). The new twenty measured attributes
emphasize how fluctuating monetary values reflect situational
changes (see Table 3c). For example, the attribute, MeanSelling-
Last15-MeanSelling, describes the average selling prices in the last
15 days minus the average selling price in his whole lifetime. The
attribute, StdSellingLast15–StdSellingLast30, represents the differ-
ence in the standard deviation between the selling prices in the last
15 days and those in the last 30 days. If the difference appears
greater than what would seem to be within the normal range, it
could imply a potentially fraudulent change in trading behavior.
In fact, we cannot identify a fraud only by looking at the difference
between the two prices, StdSellingLast15–StdSellingLast30, or other
individual attributes, but an abnormal value combined with other
additional abnormalities found in other attributes can reduce the
chance of misjudgment.

For rating-related and item-related attributes, a number of
attributes are proposed to describe counting in a specific time per-
iod or from a certain source. For example, BuyingNumber repre-
sents the number of bought items in the lifetime of a target item,
and RatingSeller denotes the count of ratings obtained from sellers.

3.2. The attribute selection procedure

Inappropriate selection of measured attributes can cause deteri-
oration in the performance of learning algorithms, including deci-
sion trees, instance-based learners, and clustering methods
(Witten and Frank 2005). In practice, a pre-selector can be applied
to reduce the size of the candidate attribute set before the learning
algorithm is performed, which in turn enhances prediction accu-
racy. There are two main kinds of approaches for pre-selecting
appropriate attributes (Das 2001, Law et al. 2004). One is a filter
that makes an independent assessment based on general charac-
teristics of data before learning starts. John et al. (1994) proposed
another method for attribute subset selection using cross-valida-
tion that solves the problem of an inappropriate relevant feature
being selected for the roots of decision trees. This approach evalu-
ates the subset using the wrapped machine learning algorithm,
which is not part of the selection procedure (Kohavi and John
1997). The concept of a wrapper is used to integrate modeling
and selection using imbedded learning algorithms. For example,
C4.5 decision trees algorithms adopt the entropy to aggressively
select the most promising attribute for each branch node. The se-
lected subset generated by a wrapper-imbedded C4.5 decision tree
contains the most appropriate attributes for C4.5. In general, both
the above methods can be applied to any induction algorithm.

In this study, we propose a modified wrapper method that con-
tains filters to select the most appropriate measured attributes for
general purposes. Using Chi-squared Ranking, Gain Ratio Feature
Evaluator, and Relief Feature Attribute Evaluator (implemented in
Weka3 3.7.1) as filters, the wrapper examines the candidate mea-
sured attributes that are inputted and ranks the degree of contribu-
tion made by the filters. Chi-squared ranking applies the v2 statistic,
3 Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms and data preprocessing tools
which was developed at the University of Waikato in New Zealand.tools. The Weka
workbench can be downloaded at www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka.
,

in a significance test on the relationship between the values of an
attribute and the output classes (Liu and Setiono 1997). The Gain-Ra-
tio is applied by C4.5 for inducing decision trees. The Relief Feature
Evaluator is an instance-based evaluator that determines the worth
of an attribute by repeatedly sampling an instance, and considering
the value of the given attribute for the nearest instance of the same
and different classes (Kira and Rendell 1992, Kononenko 1994,
Robnik-Sikonja and Kononenko 1997). The union of the top 10 most
promising measured attributes for individual filters is identified. The
union subset is fed into the wrapper to generate the most appropri-
ate measured attributes using the imbedded algorithm. However, a
wrapper only generates the most promising subset for that single
time point. Therefore, the ten-fold cross-validation was imbedded
into the wrapper to obtain a more reliable estimate and avoid the
problem of overfitting (see Fig. 3).

Forty-four measured attribute candidates are fed into the mod-
ified wrapper for selection. To choose the most promising mea-
sured attributes on the capability of early online fraud detection,
we applied the five partitioned phases to construct early fraudu-
lent behavior patterns. (See Table 3 again.) Phase r% is obtained
by removing the last (100 � r)% of the transaction history of an ac-
count being tested. Partitioned transaction histories emphasize the
behavioral characteristics that occur during the latent period and
reduce the characteristics that occurred in the execution period.
Such partitioning is important because any fraud, by definition,
must be activated in the last part of transaction history, prior to
termination of the account. For each phase r%, we execute the
ModifiedWrapper() function as shown in List 1.

Table 4 shows the results of using the modified wrapper ap-
proach to evaluate the candidate attributes. The top five promising
attributes for the five phased profiles (80%, 85%, 90%, 95% and
100%) are listed. RatioOfSToS, LastNegCloseToCur, DensityOfPos, Rot-
ioOfPos and EndCloseToPose are the most promising attributes for
C4.5 decision trees algorithm in all phases, according to the evalu-
ation of Chi-square and Gain-Ratio. On the other hand, EasypayRat-
ing, SellingNegativeNumber Last30, DensityOfPos, LastNegCloseToCur
and SellingNumberLast30 are the top five deterministic attributes
by Relief Evaluator, as IB1 is applied in phase 80%, 85% and 95%.
RatioofNeg is placed on the fifth of the top five promising list by
the Relief evaluator during phase 90% only. NumberofPositive is get-
ting on the top five list by Relief in phase 100%. In summary, there
are 10 total attributes taken from among the top five most prom-
ising attributes across all phases.

When an account is under scrutiny, it is difficult to pinpoint the
exact phase fraudulent activity is actually detected. In other words,
a user cannot declare a suspect as fraudster who is in phase r% of
his lifetime before he is officially suspended for behavioral anom-
alies. To cope with this problem, a hybrid-phased model is needed
for attribute selection (Chang and Chang 2009, 2010a), which al-
lows the different phased transaction histories to be combined.
Thus, the training data from the 80%, 85%, 90% and 95% phases
are evaluated at the same time. The goal is to find a set of attributes
that is effective in detecting latent fraudsters in unknown phases.
After performing the modified wrapper procedure again using
the previous evaluators—Chi-Square, Gain-Ratio and Relief—the
10 most effective measured attributes are selected and listed be-
low (see Table 5). The selected attributes include those that ap-
peared as the top five attributes by the three different evaluators
in all of the phases. The effectiveness of the 10 attributes will be
tested in the succeeding experiments.

 

4. Constructing models for early fraud detection

In this section, the procedure of constructing a complement
phased model will be introduced, which can improve the fraud
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Fig. 3. The modified wrapper approach (Kohavi and John 1997).

List 1. The pseudo code of attribute selection procedure for early fraud detection.
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detection accuracy and reduce the computation effort. Afterwards,
a more effective procedure for applying the hybrid complement
model for early fraud detection is proposed. To achieve early fraud
detection, the phased modeling mechanism partitions the transac-
tion histories before calculating the values of attributes (Chang and
Chang 2009). For example, the attribute of DensityOfPos in the
phase 90% model stands for the density of positive ratings occur-
ring during the first 90% of the transaction histories. However,
for an account with hundreds or thousands of feedback ratings,
the attribute value calculation would be very time-consuming or
even impossible. In addition, during in the latent period, some
traits of fraudsters may be quite similar to those of a legitimate tra-
der. Thus, even if the phased model is helpful in identifying latent
fraudsters, it is hard to obtain obvious improvement on the detec-
tion accuracy. To resolve the above problem, a complement phased
modeling method is proposed to reduce the computation effort re-
quired to maintain detection accuracy.

Fig. 4 shows the concept of complement phased modeling. In
opposition to an r% phased model with the first part of transaction
history, the rest (100 � r)% of the transaction histories would be
used to calculate the attribute values and construct a complement
phased model, the complement (100 � r)%. This study applies
accumulated trading time as the partition baseline for transaction
histories.

The advantages of complement phased modeling are its im-
proved detection accuracy and decreased use of computation re-
sources. The latter part of a transaction history of a proven
fraudster reveals more decisive information for judging trading

 



Table 4
Top five promising measured attribute in five phases.

Phase Rank Chi-square Gain-ratio Relief

Phase 80% 1 RatioOfSToS RatioOfSToS EasypayRating
2 LastNegCloseToCur LastNegCloseToCur SellingNegtiveNumberLast30
3 DensityOfPos DensityOfPos DensityOfPos
4 RatioOfPos RatioOfPos LastNegCloseToCur
5 EndCloseToPos EndCloseToPos SellingNumberLast30

Phase 85% 1 RatioOfSToS RatioOfSToS EasypayRating
2 LastNegCloseToCur LastNegCloseToCur SellingNegtiveNumberLast30
3 DensityOfPos DensityOfPos DensityOfPos
4 RatioOfPos RatioOfPos LastNegCloseToCur
5 EndCloseToPos EndCloseToPos SellingNumberLast30

Phase 90% 1 RatioOfSToS RatioOfSToS EasypayRating
2 LastNegCloseToCur LastNegCloseToCur SellingNegtiveNumberLast30
3 DensityOfPos DensityOfPos DensityOfPos
4 RatioOfPos RatioOfPos LastNegCloseToCur
5 EndCloseToPos EndCloseToPos RatioOfNeg

Phase 95% 1 RatioOfSToS RatioOfSToS EasypayRating
2 LastNegCloseToCur LastNegCloseToCur SellingNegtiveNumberLast30
3 DensityOfPos DensityOfPos DensityOfPos
4 RatioOfPos RatioOfPos LastNegCloseToCur
5 EndCloseToPos EndCloseToPos SellingNumberLast30

Phase 100% 1 RatioOfSToS RatioOfSToS EasypayRating
2 LastNegCloseToCur LastNegCloseToCur DensityOfPos
3 DensityOfPos DensityOfPos LastNegCloseToCur
4 RatioOfPos RatioOfPos NumberOfPostive
5 EndCloseToPos EndCloseToPos SellingNumberLast30

Table 5
The 10 selected measured attributes for mix-phased fraud detection.

No. Attribute Type

1 DensityOfPos RatingRelated
2 EndCloseToPos RatingRelated
3 RatioOfPos RatingRelated
4 RatioOfSToS RatingRelated
5 LastNegCloseToCur RatingRelated
6 RatioOfNeg RatingRelated
7 SellingNumberLast30 ItemgRelated
8 SellingNegtiveNumberLast30 RatingRelated
9 NumberOfPostive RatingRelated

10 EasypayRating RatingRelated
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behavior than his earlier trading history. In general, most fraud-
sters prefer to conclude their scams in a short period in order to
avoid being caught and maximize profit of fraud. Even when a
Fig. 4. Complement
schemed fraudster passes his ideal break point after a long period
of premeditation, his behavior always turns more aggressive in or-
der to execute the subsequent movements. The complement
phased models can catch the trend in fraudulent behavior change.
Most fraudsters will develop their schemes with identical models,
notwithstanding the ways in which they camouflage malicious
intention. Behavior fluctuation indicates overlapping features of
fraudulent behavior that occurs in different phases (Chang and
Chang 2010b), which implies that changes in fraudulent behavior
affect the accuracy of prediction. Thus, the complement phased
model compensates for the weakness of the original phased-model
used in previous early fraud detection systems.

Given account U’s life span is TU (days), his complete transac-
tion history is represented by TH(U, r%) = {tri|t(tri) 6 TU � r%}, with
t(tri) denoting the differences between trading time tri and the
time at which the account was created. CTH(U, r%)={tri|t(tri) 6
TU � (100 � r%)}, with C denoting the complement. US denotes a
phased models.
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set of user accounts, so that the phased models for r% of US’s is
named as M(US, r%), of which the complement phased model is
CM(US, (100 � r)%), or CM(100 � r) for short.
Fig. 5. Complement phased models inspection.

List 2. The pseudo code for complem
For instance, if account U were created 360 days ago, then TH(U,
80%) could include all transaction history from the first day to the
288th = 360 � 0.8 days. The profile of his complement phased 20%
behavior, CP20, is described by the transaction history in the last
72 = 360 � (1–0.8) days. The complement phased 10% behavior is
the characteristic in the last 36 = 360 � (1–.01) days. Based on
the complement phased behavior, a detection flow chart will be
introduced here (see Fig. 5).

The transaction history of each account in the training set is
parsed into five different phases in order to build the complement
phased models that will be inputted into the learning algorithm. In
other words, the hybrid complement phased model (HCM) is built
by mixed characteristics of different phased transaction histories
from the last 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of a trader’s lifetime (see
Fig. 4 again). According to our observations, different fraudsters
activate their attacks at different phases. Fraudulent behavior often
fluctuates with situations; therefore, the same phased behavior of
different fraudsters might be different. Because the true phase of
the account under test (AUT for short) would never be known,
the hybrid complemented model uses behavior from different
phases to detect the possible characteristics of an unknown ac-
count. As a result:

HCPð20Þ ¼ fCP20þ CP15þ CP10þ CP5g

HCMð6 20Þ ¼ fHCPð20Þ of Training instancesg
trained by a designated algorithm

The hybrid complemented models can be built by different learning
algorithms in terms of the need of prediction. Its detailed steps are
shown in the pseudo code of List 2.

5. Experimental results

In this section, the results of applying the hybrid complement
phased models will be evaluated using the 10 selected measured

 

ent phased model construction.
 



Table 6
The results of potential fraudster identification using all 44 attributes.

Attribute
set

TP rate
(recall)

FP
rate

Precision F-
measure

Class

All 44 0.886 0.235 0.883 0.884 Legitimate
0.765 0.114 0.772 0.768 Fraudulent

10 selected 0.866 0.223 0.887 0.876 Legitimate
0.777 0.134 0.744 0.759 Fraudulent

C&F[2005] 0.717 0.541 0.726 0.721a Legitimate
0.459 0.283 0.447 0.453a Fraudulent

a Indicates statistically worse results are tested using paired t-tester (corrected)
with significance 0.05 by Weka experimenter.
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attributes. First, the transaction history of each account is profiled
into different phases. Then, both IB1 and C4.5 classifiers are applied
to investigate the performance of different algorithms using these
10 measured attributes.

5.1. Training set preparation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the 10 selected measured attri-
butes, we downloaded the transaction histories of 2493 legitimate
accounts from the Yahoo! Taiwan online auction site at random. In
preparing the training data, we then labeled the accounts as either
fraudulent or legitimate before initiating the learning. The accounts
collected from the black list (suspension list) reported by the auc-
tion house were initially labeled as fraudulent. However, this proce-
dure can result in mislabeling when new evidence surfaces later
that clears accounts that were previously suspended. Because such
cases affect the detection model, we manually removed known in-
stances of this type from the dataset. After this process, a total of
2475 legitimate accounts and 645 proven fraudsters are prepared
for the following tests.

The ratio of legitimate accounts to fraudsters is set to 2:1 for
both training and test sets. In order to prepare training data sets
in each test, we randomly choose 312 legitimate accounts and
156 proven fraudsters from the prepared data, using the random
number generator provided by the Java API. Next, 78 fraudsters
and 156 legitimate accounts were selected from the remaining data
to serve as a test set for keeping the training set and the test set sep-
arate. Subsequently, the phased models and the complement
phased models were constructed for each test. The transaction his-
tory of each account was partitioned by setting five different cut-
points. That is, each account in both the training and the test sets
was self-replicated to five samples, which corresponded to his
80%, 85%, 90%, 95% and 100% lifetime, respectively. Those non-
100% instances of fraudsters in the training set can be used to ex-
tract the latent behavior of fraudsters; on the other hand, those
non-100% samples in the test set can serve as the touchstone for
demonstrating how well a fraud detection model can result in early
warning. Based on these partitioned samples, a hybrid phased mod-
el and its complement phased model were constructed for testing.

5.2. Experimental results of applying single detection model for fraud
detection

To evaluate the performance of a fraud detection model, this
study uses precision rate, recall rate, success rate, and F-measure
as evaluation metrics. In general, users prefer single measures that
characterize the performance of a detection system. The F measure
is often used in the information retrieval area to evaluate the per-
formance of classification; it is also suitable to explain the capabil-
ity of fraud detection. All the values of evaluation metrics obtained
in experimental results were tested using paired t-tester (corrected
with 0.05 significance) and 10 times tenfold cross-validation with
the Weka experimenter. In machine learning, stratified tenfold
cross-validation is a standard way to evaluate the prediction accu-
racy of a learning algorithm (Witten et al. 2010). The data is ran-
domly divided into 10 parts in which nine of them are used as
the training set and the rest one the test set. To obtain a more reli-
able evaluation, we repeat the tenfold cross-validation process 10
times and then average the results. In the following discussions,
the metric definitions TP, FP, TN, and TF are used, and they indicate
the number of true positives, false positives, true negatives, and
false negatives:

Precision rate ¼ TP=ðTP þ FPÞ

Recall rate ¼ TP=ðTP þ FNÞ
Success rate ¼ TP þ FP=ðTP þ FP þ TN þ FNÞ

F ¼ ð2� Recall� PrecisionÞ=ðRecallþ PrecisionÞ

Table 6 shows the results of a pilot test that compares the detection
models constructed by applying IB1 with the multiple-phased mod-
eling (see Table 6).

The detection models are constructed with three different attri-
bute sets: all 44 attributes; 10 selected attributes; and the C&F
attributes. The results shown in Table 6 indicate that the use of
the selected 10 measured attributes is slightly superior to using
all 44 attributes according to the recall rate for detecting fraud.
However, when the values of F tested by paired t-tests (corrected),
a significance of 0.05 shows the detection capability of the two sets
are not significant different. It clearly demonstrates the effective-
ness of the proposed attribute selection procedure, and confirms
that using fewer attributes is capable of getting better detection
accuracy. Compared with the results obtained by the C&F attri-
butes, the 10 selected measured attributes outperform on average.
When using the 10 selected attributes for detecting fraud, F is
0.759, while it is only 0.453 when using the C&F attributes. This
finding demonstrates a significant difference (using a paired t-test
at p < 0.05) between the two attribute sets in fraudster identifica-
tion. However, even though the set of 10 selected attributes out-
performs the other two sets, the overall identification of
potential fraud is not as high as expected (referring to the column
with the F measure). A further improvement in detection is accom-
plished by using the complement phased model, as shown in the
next section.

Table 7 shows where break points are located for the 645 pro-
ven fraudsters. This distribution of break points explains why the
results shown in Table 6 are not as robust as expected. It can be
seen that over 82% (534/645) of fraudsters started to activate their
frauds after entering phase 95% of lifespan. Specifically, most of
fraudsters proceeding before phase 95% of lifetime could behave
as a legitimate trader so that the samples in phase r% (r < 95) do
not contain the traits of fraud. This fact degraded the accuracy of
the constructed models.

The problem of latent fraud detection can be alleviated by using
the complement phased model. Table 8 shows the results of apply-
ing the hybrid complement phased model, along with three differ-
ent attribute sets. Both IB1 and J48 (C4.5 Version 8) are performed
for model construction. Referring to Table 8, the F-measure of
detecting legitimate traders and fraudsters are 0.946 and 0.894
using IB1, which are significantly higher than those shown in Table
6. When J48 is applied, the precision for both categories can be fur-
ther improved to 0.956 and 0.911, respectively. The results clearly
demonstrate the effectiveness of complement phased modeling. In
addition, there is no obvious difference between the results shown
in the row 10 selected attributes and All 44 attributes. Again, it dem-
onstrates the effectiveness of the 10 selected attributes. When
using the C&F attributes, improvement can also be obtained by
applying the complement phased models. However, in comparison

 



Table 7
Distribution of break point located phase for the 645 proven fraudsters.

Phase 6P 80% >P 80–95% >P 85–90% >P 90–95% >P 95–100% Total

Count 74 3 12 22 534 645
Percentage 11.47% 0.47% 1.86% 3.41% 82.79%

Table 8
The averaged results of 10 runs of complement phased models.

Classifier Attributes TP rate (recall) FP rate Precision F-measure Class Kappa statistic

IB1 10 Selected 0.942 0.097 0.951 0.946 Legitimate
0.903 0.058 0.886 0.894 Fraudulent 0.90

IB1 ALL 44 0.935 0.140 0.931 0.933 Legitimate
0.860 0.065 0.869 0.864 Fraudulent 0.89

IB1 C&F[2005] 0.768 0.429 0.782 0.775a Legitimate
0.571 0.232 0.551 0.56a Fraudulent 0.63a

J48 10 selected 0.955 0.088 0.957 0.956 Legitimate
0.912 0.045 0.911 0.911 Fraudulent 0.92

J48 ALL 44 0.949 0.083 0.958 0.954 Legitimate
0.917 0.051 0.902 0.909 Fraudulent 0.91

J48 C&F[2005] 0.832 0.446 0.79 0.81a Legitimate
0.554 0.168 0.621 0.584a Fraudulent 0.64a

a Indicates statistically worse results are tested using paired t-tester (corrected) with significance 0.05 by Weka experimenter.
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with Table 6, the magnitudes of improvement for C&F attributes are
not as high as those by 10 selected attributes and all 44 attributes. A
possible reason is that most of the C&F attributes are price-related,
and price-related attributes alone are not sufficient to detect the
detailed traits of latent fraudsters. Table 8 also provides the K sta-
tistic as another performance measure.4 K measures the agreement
between predicted and observed categories of a dataset, while cor-
recting for agreement that occurs by chance (Witten and Frank
2005). K for the 10 selected measured attributes is superior to the
other two attribute sets (see Table 8).

To demonstrate the effect of the cost reduction benefit resulting
from the use of complement phased models, the time for transac-
tion history retrieval is compiled. When we used Intel Core 2 Duo
T7100 (1.8 GHz) CPU with 2 GB RAMs to download the complete
transaction histories of 1629 accounts from Yahoo! Taiwan, it took
7.59 h with a download speed of 2 Mbps. In contrast, downloading
the last 50 days of the same transaction histories took 1.29 h. This
result clearly show that complement phased modeling can mark-
edly reduce the time of data downloading and parsing.

6. Conclusion

The prosperity of online auctions has produced tremendous
revenue and profit growth. However, with more profit comes more
temptation, with the result being more fraudsters. Internet crime
statistics demonstrate that the number of online auction fraudsters
continues to increase rapidly (NW3C 2010). To obtain more bene-
fits, fraudsters develop new sophisticated schemes to increase the
success rate of scamming and avoid being discovered. Experienced
traders identify fraudsters by examining negative feedback with
correlated information recorded in transaction histories. However,
we cannot assume that all negative feedback occurs as a result of
scams. Miscommunication can also lead to negative feedback.
Sometimes negative feedback is left by malicious competitors.
Even good traders can have occasional negative feedback in their
4 The K statistic takes this expected figure into account by deducting it from the
predictor’s success and expressing the result as a proportion of the total for a perfect
predictor. The maximum value of K is 100%, and the expected value for a random
predictor with the same column total is zero.
transaction histories. Apparently, traders depend on self-securitiz-
ing that is not enough to prevent fraud. Formulating the behavior
patterns in the latency period reduces the risk of being defrauded.
It is more practical to reduce the threat of fraud if there is an effec-
tive early detection system that warns traders about highly suspi-
cious fraudsters as soon as possible.

For this purpose, this study identified and tested a concise sub-
set consisted of 10 measured attributes with hybrid complement
phased models to construct an early fraud detection system. The
reduced attribute set not only uses less computational effort in
modeling, but also decreases the possibility of mutual interference
or correlation among attributes. The contribution of this study is to
show that a modified wrapper procedure for attribute selection can
be efficiently integrated with complement phased modeling to
construct a fraud detection system. It is noteworthy that most of
the selected attributes in the wrapper procedure are rating-related.
The result implies that the binary reputation system is not perfect
but valuable. And, it is not enough to detect fraud by just looking at
prices and items. In fact, experienced users can identify some
fraudsters by investigating the relationships among ratings, prices
and items simultaneously. For those who lack tacit knowledge
about ratings, an early fraud detection system can make it explicit
with learning algorithms. Another contribution of this study is to
show how the hidden information needed for fraud detection can
be extracted from the existing reputation systems.

The experimental results demonstrate that our approach is use-
ful in identifying both activated and latent fraudsters. On average,
the F measure is around 90%, indicating the feasibility of early
fraud detection in the real world. These results ascertain that both
the appropriate selection of attributes and the use of the comple-
ment phased model not only enhance the effectiveness of a fraud
detection model, but increase the accuracy of the prediction. As
mentioned earlier, researchers (Chau and Faloutsos 2005, Chang
and Chang 2009, McGlohon et al. 2009) have proposed many attri-
butes for use in fraud detection. Intuitively, a large attribute set
with many kinds of features would seem to increase detection
accuracy. However, according to the results of this research, this
assumption it is not necessarily true. On the contrary, a care-
fully-selected attribute set that is compact can be more effective
than an all-inclusive one. In addition, a lot of price-related and

 



List A1. Aha’s IB1 algorithm.
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item-related attributes are proposed in previous research; how-
ever, we found that the rating-related attributes are more effective
than the others. This indicates a new direction in the development
of attribute sets. In fact, McGlohon et al. (2009) and Chua et al.
(2006a,b) have considered the issue of improving the detection
accuracy by identifying the fraudsters’ accomplices. We think it
is a promising line of research, but these methods need to be more
carefully designed to detect latent fraudsters, such as by including
the hybrid phased modeling proposed in our work.

The early fraud detection system can be applied by users, auc-
tion houses, and law enforcement. Users have extra objective anal-
ysis information to assist them in their final bidding decisions.
Auction houses can monitor any suspects, and then provide warn-
ing to those who just paid to pay attention to what will buy. In
addition, law enforcement can use the system to investigate the
validity of a fraud report. It is important to note that fraudsters also
observe experienced traders’ behavior and adjust their own
accordingly to stay one step ahead in this adversarial situation.
As a result, fraudulent schemes are constantly evolving. Moreover,
fraudsters can also use the same learning algorithm to learn the
behavior of a detection system. Therefore, the detection system
should be revised continuously according the evolution of fraud
schemes to maintain an acceptable level of accuracy; otherwise,
the system will become obsolete in a short time. That is the main
concern of our future work.

One limitation of this study is that text comments were not con-
verted into measured attributes. In fact, an online auction user can
leave text feedbacks for a completed trade, which describe the de-
tails of feelings and level of satisfaction to this transaction. People
can read a lot intention between lines. Obviously, these texts can
provide more deep insight than a simple positive, neutral or nega-
tive feedback score. Thus, using text mining to analyze comments
could further enhance the precision of fraud identification. In prac-
tice, textual analysis increases computing efforts as well as the
time it takes to predict potential fraud. In addition, it is hardly to
differentiate the messages from real buyers or fake buyers. Even
so, tools for automatic content analysis or sentiment analysis
would be other considerations in our future work. Another limita-
tion is that not all transactions history information kept on the
auction sites is available to the public. As a result, an outsider of
the auction site was unable to obtain other trading information
that could be useful for identifying fraudster. Only limited num-
bers of attributes can be designed for the fraud detection system.
Combining clustering techniques into the detection system
could be another direction for future work. Using probabilities
and clustering techniques rather than making arbitrary decisions
seems beneficial because they allow the detection procedure to
converge slowly instead of jumping to conclusions that may be
wrong. In applications, coupling naïve Bayes and EM algorithms
in this manner performs well in the domain of document classifi-
cation. Clustering techniques such as EM are good at dealing with
unlabeled instances. Understanding the nature of fraudulent
behavior by clustering is helpful in detecting latent fraudsters. This
is a tradeoff when labeled instances are expensive but unlabeled
ones are virtually free. However, for the purpose of early fraud
detection, it is necessary to identify the few labeled fraudsters to
train the learner. The EM clustering algorithm assumes that the
data is generated randomly from a mixture of different probability
distributions. In particular, a one to one correspondence between
mixture components and classes has been assumed. However,
when the learner is being trained, our goal is to label known in-
stances of fraud. In our future work, EM could be applied to cluster
the types of fraudulent behavior in advance for labeling unknown
instances. The ability to identify how fraudulent behavior develops
would enhance the accuracy of prediction models.

Appendix A

See List A1.
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